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Abstract 

Naming is an indispensable part of language formation. The concept of naming is 
one of the repertories of language. The scope of this research is Akoko people and 
their languages in Edo and Ondo States in Nigeria. Akoko is a place where one 
finds multiple linguistic patterns that are not mutually intelligible. Languages like 

Àbèsàbèsì,1 Ukaan, Ọwọn Àfa, Yoruboid, Ùhuùàmì, Ùkùè and many dialects 
constitute the varying linguistic patterns of this region. One major attribute of 
Akoko settlement is that it is controlled by linguistic multilingualism, yet 
Languages serve as a major determinant factor controlling the settlement systems. 
This is seen from names which is used as mark of identification, relationality, 
distinction, meaning, reference that are linked to the place of origin. The eulogies 
retrieved confirm our supposition. Logically, the most plausible starting point for 
the evolution of language is a bonding device based on the exchange of social 
information concerning relations within the social network.2 This paper, therefore, 
examines the phenomenon of names of places in Akoko using descriptive survey 
method which enables us to dig deep into the facts as shown in the collected data. 
This clearly unveils the history, migrations patterns and the proto for of Akoko 
languages. This research investigates the etymology of the names of places in 
Akoko; including community names using the etymo-linguistic evidence to trace 
the history and linguistic relatedness. The names examined in this paper reveal 
that the Akoko people migrated from more than twenty different cultural origins 
in Nigeria who came to settle at various times of history but are united by social, 

                                                 
1 Agoyi T.O. (2013) “Classification of Àbèsàbèsì,”  International Journal of Languages 

and Literature, USA, vol. 1,(1) pp.37-55 
2 Dunbar R., (2001) “Theory of Mind and Evolution of Language”, in Approaches to 

Evolution of Language, Cambridge: CUP, p. 99. 
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cultural and economic activities. For instance, Iṣua, and Izon are in Ondo North 

and South Senatorial Districts but the names linked to Izon such as Ijọn Àgòrìjọn 

(clans of Ijọn) Okèjọn (hill of Ijọn) etc. are found in Ìṣùà, Ìkáràmù, Àkùnnù 
respectively. The Ika-Igbo, Nupe, Ebira from Delta, Niger and Kogi states 
respectively are also present in the area. These Akoko peoples who are united by 
their economic activities acquire the local language and Yoruba simultaneously.3 
For political reason Yoruba is their lingua-francas. Linguistic belief that it is possible 
to find some degree of similarity in some languages that may not have generic 
relation.4 The future of this study lies in the prospect of language loss and birth in 
Akoko region since physical and social distances enable speakers of one variety to 
distinguish themselves from speakers of other dialects. The research ends by 
discussing the linguistic related problems impose on migration and historical 
researches and studies. 
 

Key words: Akoko, Name, History, Migration, Ethnology of Names, Logic, Language, 
 
Introduction 
Àkókó is found at the northern and Western part of Ondo and Edo States in Nigeria. In 
Essence Àkókó is in the Western Region of Nigeria around the Kùkùrúkù hills. Willes5 
opine that the name "Akoko" has been applied to the inhabitants of some villages. 
 
Creation of Edo and Ondo states informs the existence of some in Edo and others in Ondo. 
The question that is begging for an answer is what: is the meaning and origin of the name 
Àkókó? We are conscious of the fact that in most Nigerian societies, persons, places 
phenomena, structures names have meaning origin and are associated with event, family 
traits, religion, etc. In the same vein we assume that the name Àkókó has a connotation 
that is lost in history. What is the connotation?  
 
In search of answers to the above question we consulted books and archival materials such 
as D. O’s Report on Akoko. We also interviewed members of the public. Akoko people 
spread across the boundaries of Ondo and Edo states in Nigeria. Each community is made 
up of immigrants from different settlement with distinct linguistic form who agreed on 

mutual alliance, as a force against invaders as evident in the history of Òkè-Àgbè, Àjọwá, 

Ìṣùà, Ìkáràmù, Ukue, Ekpedo, Bilo Gara, Arigidi etc,. In agreement with Dunbar6 opinion 
that most plausible starting point for the evolution of language bonding device is based on 

                                                 
3 Agoyi, O. T., (2014) “Àbèsàbèsì Language Documentation and Maintenance,” The 

International Journal of Engineering and Science, vol. 3, Issue 7, (July), p. 2.  
4 Agoyi, O.  T., (2001),   “The Category of Number and the Generic Classification of 

Ekiromi,”   Inquiry in African Languages and Literatures,   p.  77. 
5 Willes R. V.,  (Sgd) GO,s Report on Akoko Area, Ibadan: Ibadan Achives, 1944:2 
6  Dunbar R., (2001) “Theory of Mind and Evolution of Language”, in Approaches to 

Evolution of Language, Cambridge: CUP, p. 99. (2001) 
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the exchange of social information concerning relation within social network we traced the 
bonding devices to using logical connection principle to the suggest language families for 
the languages spoken within Akoko geographical boundary. It is worthy of note that 
speakers of languages in Akoko acquire the local language and Yoruba simultaneously. 
We are of the view that this research will help in unveiling linguistic facts on the history, 
migration pattern and proto form of Akoko languages. This research investigates the 
etymology of the names of places in Akoko including community name using the etymon-
linguistic evidence to trace the history and linguistic relatedness. The methodology 
adopted is descriptive survey which enables us to dig deep into the facts as shown in the 
data collected. The names examined revealed that in this paper reveal a close link that 
Akoko people migrated from more than twenty cultural backgrounds in Nigeria who came 
to settle at various times of history but are united by social, cultural and economic 

activities. The immigrants are attested to spread across the communities as we have the Ijọ 
known as the Izon within the community who are in Isua whose eulogies retrieved confirm 

our claim, Agorijọn 'clan of Ijọn' in Ikaramu, Òkènjọ 'hill of Ijọn' in Àkùnnù etc. This 
finding is an eye opener to the search for the origin and language family of the Elugbe and 
Agoyi proposed Akedoid. 
 

1. What is in a Name? 

Names may be to keep parents identity. Identity means reference.  
Multiple names: Everybody is competent on the child keeps a multiple affiliation. Include 
the person’s full name. You will know the groups he claims affiliation with. From the 
information you get the sociolinguistic profile. Oruko àmútorun wá is descriptive name. 
Multiple affiliations 

 Affiliation and identity: has been noted by many Anthropologists.7 

 Language is a way of creating referential mean. It is done through language choice. 

 Affiliation is a matter of security the names to have with the people in different 
communities or societies. 

 Multiple names are given as a matter of security.8  
We need to understand what the traditional societies use to work. 
Each person was attached to several groups of solidarity depending on the context. 
One expects so such assistance or affiliation from each group and offers help to in 
return. Since traditional Africa society is structured according to corporate group, 
the survival of an individual depends on the lager group depending on how strong 
the group is. That is it refers to network or potential solidarity. 

In most world societies especially Africa names have significant meaning. Most of the 
meanings are reflationary to happenings within the family, references to the ancestral 
linage. In a similar way names of communities are linked with the circumstances of the 

                                                 
7 see Ranger 1983:248. 
8 See Kopytoff 1987:24. 
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people coming together. By extension, communities names have history of origin, how 
they are formed and meaning change over time as the dictionary defines Etymology. 
 

Dr Abudlahi Bichi Baffa in his lecture delivered in Adekunle Ajasin  
University Akungba Akoko on 8/8/2018 illuminated on Adekunle Ajasin 
as the finest man Nigeria has ever produced. Baffa refers to Ajasin's 
contribution to Education in his immediate constituency as well as 
Western Nigerian Free Education as the originator of the policy. Adekunle 
Ajasin's name to him is associated withstanding for truth. The quality and 
person of Ajasin is associated with the University named after him. 
Therefore the Adekunle Ajasin University speaks for itself. The 
implication is that names of places are associated with the source of the 
name. This paper investigates the Etymology/origin of names in Àkókó 
with the intension to unveil the mystery surrounding the history and 
classification of Àkókó language. Before interrogating the name we need 
to add a brith not on the definition of the word Etymology.  
 

Researchers sees “Etymology as “the study of the history of words, their origins and how 
their form and meaning have change” through of history. It then be said that Etymology 
is the study of the original word and the way its form and meaning have changed through 
history. 
 
1.2 The Name Àkókó 
From Archive, there is no satisfactory explanation of the meaning and origin of the name 
Akoko.9 He however suggests that the name "is an onomatopacio word which would 
be….cock-a-doole-do". He linked his assumption to Ibadan raiders referring to the 
inhabitants are sldom seen but whose cocks they heard crowing in their hidings places in 
the hills. This is linked to the name given to the hills in the geographical location as 
"Kukuruku" hills. Kùkùrúkù denoting the sound of cock crow. 
 
In my discussion with colleagues in my University,10 The word “Àkókó” means À kó ì 

kótán, or Akówọjọ better still Àkókó “wood pecker” name of a bird very common in Àkókó 
some years ago. 

 Ojirami: Ate, Ikeshi, Egbigele, Igwe, Enwan and Sasaru 

Ọjà, Dagbala, Ojirami and Makeke Ewnwan 
Akuku, and Igarra 
Somorika, Onumu, Ogbe, and Eshiawa 
Okpe, Olomo, and Ijaja 

                                                 
9 Wilkes R V (1940:2)  
10 Thanks to my colleagues, especially Dr. Igboin,  etc for their contribution to the research. 
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Imeri now in Ọ ̀sẹ ́  
Osi Ogugu, Ebune (Ikiran),Ugboshi Oke, Ugboshi Isale, Ibilo, Ekor, Ekpesse, 
Ibiekuma, Umorga, Lankpese and Ekpe 
Kakuma, Anyaran Conct with Okene and Lokoja on business  

 
Akoko is made up of immigrants from Ida, Igbira, Yoruba, Basa, Nupe and Ijaw. British 
Administration from 1890: Detachment of Roya Niger Company settled in Ikaram (Qwo 
division) European officers of a detachment of Niger by this Ikaram became part of Kaba 
Province and Iddo successively.11  
 Àkókó means à kó ìkó tán "a people who suffered lots of invasion but still managed to 

gather/exist. This is linked to the fact that Àkókó was a war zone. The settlers suffered 
a lot of inter-tribal war. 

 Mr Abila claims that the Nupe invaders in the discussion on their war expenditure 
mimic Yoruba word A kó kó kò tán the verb phrase kò tán 'did not finish' was deleted to 
arrive at Akókó which later become Àkókó in course of history. This explanation is 
similar to the derivation linked to the bàdàn raiders.  

 Àkókó is linked to the Yorùbá name for a bird the wood pecker 'àkókó' usually found 
in forest. The bird was said to actually common in the region. In the early days of their 
settlement, the immigrants were using the forest and hills in the region as hideout to 
escape invaders. 

 The name Àkókó may also be explained to have been formed from an Esan word: akúkọ ́ 

'gathering'. The root morpheme is kókọ ́ 'to gather', attachment of a nominal prefix à-to 

the root kúkọ ́ results in àkúkọ́. This is a plausible explanation; however there is the need 
to trace the contact Àkókó has with Esan in Delta state. 
The Wilke, Abila and Esan trace of the root morpheme and meaning of Akoko seem 
coherent in that it is possible to say that Àkókó is the name of À group of people who 
suffered from raiders during intertribal wars. Those who survived the invasion (the 
ruminants) formed alliance to inhabit the present Àkókó communities. Each 
community in Àkókó today is made up of Amalgamation of different communities12. 
 

2. Names of communities in Akoko and their Linguistic connections 
This section is going to discuss the linguistic connections among Akoko communities. 
These linguistic connection very and are facilitate by migration. It is pertinent to note that 
the fundamental function of every language system is to link meaning and expression. It 
as well provides verbal expression for thought and feeling for that expression to be 

                                                 
11 Wilkes 1940:11 

12   Olusa Kayode (2015 Ajowa1955: An Almalgan found by God, Akure: O&A Prints, and 

Awobuluyi O, (2016) A Short History of Ancient Sfa-Okeagbe,  Okeagbe: Okeagbe Book 

Company Nigeria, confirm this supposition. 
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understood by others.13 From the expression above we see that language operate within a 
tripate direction of expression, meaning and context. Context produces significant 
interpretation for easy comprehension between speaker and hearer. For instance we see 
this in the word; 

Úhùàmì ' úhé amẹ: Ìṣùà 

    Ifẹ ̀ àwa  'our own Ifẹ ̀ 

Uká in Iṣùà  

Èjọ ̀n also in Ìṣùà 

This shows that: 
Expression encompasses words, phrases and sentences including 
intonation and stress. Meaning refers to the senses and refers to these 
elements of expression. Context refers to the social situation in which 
expression is uttered and includes whatever has been expressed earlier in 
that situation and on shared knowledge between speaker and hearer.14 

 
Language is conceived as a system of thought, a system of expression that meditates the 
transfer of thought from one person to another. Language serves important social and 
emotional functions. Language can be signs (arbitrary or representational) or verbal. A 
language is a set of elements and a system of rules for combining into patterned 
expressions that serve to accomplish specific task in specific contexts. Thus, Language 
evolved by normal evolutionary mechanism and there is a wealth of respectable new 
scientific information relevant to the evolution of language that has never been properly 
synthesized.15 Conventional wisdom assumes that language is either an epiphenomenon 
consequent or the evolution of large brains or that it evolved to facilitate information 
transfer.16 
 
Language, Dialects and Etymology of Words in Akoko 
The importance of language study in Akoko area is that language is a co-definer of 
nationality along with physical and cultural characteristics. But then whatever speakers of 
a language become separated by geographical or social distance, linguistic variation is 
likely to arise. Striking differences can be noted within Yoruba varieties of Akoko region 
(where the Ishua, Ijon, Izon, Agorijo, Akuno, Agojo, Ikan-Igbo) reflects varieties of social 
identity of those who speak it. This gave rise to several languages and dialects and naming 
patterns. 
 

                                                 
13 Finega, 2012:5 
14 Finegan 2012, 6. 
15 Pinker & Bloom 1990: 727 
16 Dunbar, 2001:93 
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Sometimes social dialects emerge as a result of difference in gender, age, ethnicity and 
social-economic status. This is what Akoko region has been pattern like. It is said that one’s 
dialect is an important part of one’s personality and charging it is by no means 
inconsequential. Because of migration, pristine languages of Akoko have become 
contaminated with impurities, illogicalities and ungrammaticalities’. As examples of Ijon 
is called Izon and Agorijo is said to be from Ijon-Ekiti. Akuno is borrowed from Agojo. 
This emphasizes the necessity of tracing the root of meaning of words. 
 
Etymology of word means the origin of the particular word. In essence etymology is the 
study of the origin of a word as well as the way its meaning have changed through history. 
Àkókó 
À kó ì kótán 

Akówọjọ 
Àkókó wood pecker name of a bird very common in Àkókó some years ago 

Afo  ófo do Oṣẹ 
1. Ekpinmi Quarters: Ìsálú Ancestor Gbiri 

   Ìṣẹ ̀ù Ancestor Ubure 
  Igedé Ancestor Anáudé  

Names of clans: a) Adújì, Alù, àjíwò, Aṣípa, b) Iréwá ohòròhò c) Kúlí, ọ ̀hàn, odòkkè, Ehankè, 
d) ́Ẹmurín ancestor aduuisi  

1st place of settlement: a) Benin to Èkàndé Ekpinmi, b) Ìkàndẹ ̀ c) Kule, Ehanke d) agbélí, 

amúlí Benin to Ọsun (Ekàràde) 

Farm land: Udó, èkàndè, ozó, Ikandẹ, Kule, Ehanke, ọsun, òku, ọ̀nà Búròn 

Water sources (pounds/rivers) Okùtà, Amákàrà, Ọkìnrìn, Òkè apà, onu àròye, Aláyèré 

ogbu, ogboku, Ereyawu, uwerehe, uweri, ọsun, òku, iro oweli, onu tanko 

Names of chiefs: Quarter are led by elders (most senior person), olúsẹ ̀ù, Odofin, olégede, 

balogun, Orípẹ ́láyé, elenwin, elemirin, obasendó, Oladotun, obaloge 
Title of Oba: Gbiri, George, Olusegun, Oyekan   

1.  Iṣẹ ̀  
Quarter: a)Ìtùyìn, b) Ayògómú, c) Ìtúpá d) Ìrùn, àìyómú 

Clan: Atílẹ՛, Baálẹ̀, Àkèmùsè, Balogun 

1st place of settlement: Ifẹ ̀, Ifẹ ̀, Ifẹ̀,  

Farm land: ìtùyìn, Ayògómú, ìtùpà, ìkọ̀n 

Names of pounds/river (source of water): ohosi, epok, ọ̀bẹ՛bẹ՛, Àyagun, 

ògbòlòṣuṣu 

Chief: Ṣabà, Aláyiyam baálẹ Ayògómú, nilo, Onírùn, Balogun,  

King’s title: Olíṣẹ ̀ 

Ikaramu/Èkiromi  

Ọ ̀yàgì: Ọ ̀yàgì Èlélíbo, Ọ ̀yàgì Ẹ ́kpọ  
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Ọ ̀ṣùgù: Ẹṣọ ̀ was initially called Ọlọ́nọ ̀ to Èbìrì Àgbẹ̀dẹ ̀; two quarters emerged from this to 

Ẹṣọ ̀ probably formed from the Yorùbá word Ẹ ̀ṣọ.  
 

Present day Àtìbà: was known as Ebu Itṣumé lead by Ọ ̀hínyẹ՛n who was a priest, he was 

in charge of the cult of Egúngún and Èbu Agòr, Àtìbà Ìlóde later Emerged. The name Àtìbà 
was formed by a prominent son of Ìlóde who retired after working for a long time in Àtìbà 

in Ọ ̀yọ՛. The other groups are: Agòròkòì, from root Òkò the name of a paramount clan in 

Yoruba (Òríkì orílẹ Yoruba) Farm land Ọlọ ́ Ọ̀sántànná, Ìtàmbá 

 Ègbegbọṣùgù: Leader: Àgònjọ ̀, and Àkéréle Farm Land: Ọlájoyè, Ọ ̀ṣábùsúyì, obùró, 

òtùtù jáhán, Èbùtṣu/Èlitṣum ancestor Òhínyẹ ́n, Èbagòrì/Èliàgòrì later emerged Ìlóde. 

Ìlóde is now Àtìbà Their farm land: Eboné, ọṣunẹbùge, ọ̀tṣìtṣẹge, ọlọ ́, ọhọsi, ọtiti, ìtàmmbá. 

ọsọntọnnọ. 
Àgòròkòì. 

Ìyọ ̀kẹ:  

Èkìnatọ made up of Èbìrì Iṣàdó, Èkìni Dáódù 
Òlòmì made up of Òlòmì and Àgúyè 

Àyọ̀gọ ́n now Òdò Ọwá 
 Èbùtsumé made up of Okirasà  Asà's clan and Okemale. 

Ìtabalógun originally Ituyo has three quarters namely: Ẹ ̀kpẹ ̀rì headed by Ẹlẹ ́kpẹ ̀rì, Ẹkpọsa 

headed by Alákàṣà, and Èkìnibalógun headed by Balogun 
Ìyòtù 

Èkìnàtọ Ancestor: Àkeje therefore it is known as Èbìrì Akeje made up of Ìgbèdi, Ìgbàró 
and Oodu 

Èbìrakpọ̀gọ ̀ made up of Èkìnọ ̀gbẹ ̀lẹ ̀, Èkìnibalógun, àgorokpó, Àgòróṣè, Èkìni Ajínà; 

Èkìnọ ̀gbẹ ̀lẹ ̀ is now Èkìnolúmọ ̀, Èkìnajínà, Èkìnaróhunmọ ́làṣe, Èbìràngùlú, Ọ ̀ṣọnọ̀, 

Àgóyì now Ẹ ̀hìngbẹ ̀tì 

Àgòrekpe Agori root or bottom Ekpe farm land Ìkpàá and Ìjógbè, ayọgọyé 
 

Ìjẹ ̀bú and Ìsàlẹ ̀ Ọ ̀yọ́ 

Ẹ ́kpọ Àdó Ẹ ̀yọ ̀ 
Ikpàá 

ọ̀bẹ ̀gẹ ̀ 

atọṣà 
 
Ìbaramu 

Òkírì: Odò Oko, Ìkpàràsọn and Ùgumu 

Aatọ́ 

Ọ ̀tẹ ̀ng Èloi from Ọṣun Èloé are now Àyétẹ ́jú 
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Ìyànì17 
Ìyànì root Òosì yá na 'God save me' yána -Ìyána -Ìyànì From Benin through Àkókó Edo 
Ten clans 

Èbowosi, Èbùàgòre, Èbùrọ̀lẹ ̀kẹ ̀, Àgòràyoò, Àgòrọ ̀gọ̀dọ̀ Èbùrùtá, Èbùrògún, 

Èbùrihindinẹ ̀, Èbùroge, Èbùrùsọ ́dọ̀ 
 
Gèdègédé 
Àyú now Gèdègédé18 Ìkpàráyù 

Èbùayọ and Ṣúmayumade up of Ṣàgàsé  

Èbùrẹ ̀yẹn Àkólóṣó, water goddess ètṣe 

Nkpinkpindi farm land Njẹ ̀kpẹ ̀rì 

 Ilẹ ̀ Kòkì,  

Ọ ̀wú made up of Njọwé, Ọsọdugé 

Òkùmàgì farm land Ègbàsọ ́ 
Àgbà Already annihilated. Only female descendants survived. 

Àkùnùnnù19 a kì í nù? (Akpes) 

Àkùnnù (Akpes): Site: between 2 hills; Enjọn and Ìmà. History: left upper Egypt, Aluded 
the language to old Egyptian language. Settled in Bassa Oke where they moved to Lokoja 
under the leadership of Aare and Obene.  From Lokoja, moving South ward settled near 
Arima River about 8 kilometres from present sight from there to Oke Ima. They move to 

Òkènjọ ̀n after consulting Ifa.oracle. Akpes and Èjọ՝n were neighbours. There was marriage 

alliance between Ààrè and Olújọn. 
In the language Osìsì means God. Isisi means truth. Isisi is the son of God 
In Egypt: Osisis is the name of god; Appes was the keeper of their god’s treasury. Ààrè 

forces the Ejọn to leave the area. 
Daja20 
Dája: Daja Part of Ikaram group originated from Igbojojo a place claimed to situate 
between Kaba and Iyara. 
King is Oludaja 
Committees of elders are the ote 
Shaba summons chiefs and head of otes (Ude)  
Awudo the town stalwarts 
Names of quarter in Daja: 

                                                 
17 Mr Abila offered this information 
18 Mr Dauda and Mrs Ayisat from Gèdègédé offer the information 
19 Information provided in this section is collected from a monograph written by SNR. 

Chief J Ade Awẹ (date: not cited) The History of Akunu Akoko Ondo State. This author 

claimed to be the oldest man in Akunu as at the time of writing. 
20 As in Omis Kayode A Olusa (2015:63)? Ajowa 1955 An Amalgam Founded by God. 
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Name   Quarter Head Title  head 
 Oyagi    Oludaja    Elewodisi 
Agoti   Shaba    Adetiba 
Igbelege  Obarode   Oshadahun 
Ekperi   Obafemi   Ashipata 
 
Èfìfà21 
Oyagi   Elefifa   
Oghan   Obalaye 
Odida   Obarode 

Ẹ ̀wù Fòkpárì 
 

Èṣùkù22  
Anko   Oluoruku 

Ọ ̀yàgì   Shaba   Aduloju 
Èyibosi   Afobaje'/Agoje  Balogun Orungbemi 

Ọ ̀yamire   Also linked to Ọ ̀yàgì 
 
There is Ude in the community. 
Àkùnnù23 
Ajího family     Iwade Quarters,  
Tiboyin Family, 
 Osese     Family/Quarters 
Inuodi    Oluwade   Shado 
Okenjo    Shaba    Bamgboye 
Iyoke    Eleyo    Olokunyi 
Ima    Olonka    Subulade 
 
Groups    Ewabue 

Obefe    Olumọ    Inuodi 
Ogunode   Obayan    Inuodi 
Agoyi    Olusi    Inuodi 

Aremọ    Odogu    Inuodi 
Odébùrù    Olowonusi   Inuodi 
Olukoju   Olisa    Inodi 

                                                 
21 As in Omis Kayode A Olusa (2015:67)? Ajowa 1955 An Amalgam Founded by God. 
22 As in Omis Kayode A Olusa (2015:70)? Ajowa 1955 An Amalgam Founded by God. 
23 This refers to the people of Àkùnnù Àjọwá now Ilúdọtun . This group migrated from 

Àkùnnù. The two communities still maintain close link till date see Omis Kayode A Olusa 

(2015:74-74)? Ajowa 1955 An Amalgam Founded by God. 
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Awe    Ọbáshorò   Inuodi 

Afirayi    Ọ ̀dọ̀fin    Inuodi 

Ọbáyọmi   Olurini    Inuodi 

Àjànàkú   Ọbaoùsì   Ìyọ ̀kẹ 

Olotu    Ọlọ́jọ ̀    Iyọ ̀kẹ 

Òjàìyè    Olumọ ́kọ́   Iyọ ̀kẹ 

Olókuntúyì   Elédumọ 

Ọ ̀shámóyè   Ọbaláiyé   Òkènjọ ̀ 

Olúdáyé   Ọbágunà   Òkènjọ ̀ 

Ìlúmóyè   Ọbágaiyé   Òkènjọ ̀ 

Ifágbèmí   Afẹ́    Òkènjọ ̀ 
Agoi    Anísa    Ìmà 

Gedengbe   Ọlárìmà    Ìmà 
 

Àkùnnù Àjọwá name was changed to Ìlúdọ ̀tun. The newly created community agreed to 
accept inherited from their relocation. The groups 'were constituted into four quarters. 
They are: 

Osese   Akinlofa, Obadele, Ọdọ̀fin, Olusa, Òtìmẹhìn,  

Ima & Tibọyin  Ọbanlá, O lúkpò 

Òkènjọ ̀   Èdèbo, Òkè, Inùba, Ọ ̀ṣafa,  

Ìyànì, Iyọ ̀kẹ & Seeke 
 

Ruling houses names in Ìlùdọ̀fin:  Osese   Ọbadọ̀fin, Olusa  

     Òkènjọ ̀   Ọbasá, Olúmọ ̀kọ ́ 

     Ìyọ ̀kẹ/Seeke/Ìyànì Èbuènì 

     Ìmà   Ọbanlá 
 

Ọ ̀jọ ̀24 

Ọ ̀jọ ̀ people migrated to Igede near Kabba. The ruler then was Ọbaró. The Ọ ̀jọ ̀ people have 

bloody, social and Linguistic relationship with Osó, Ìgáṣí, Urò, Ògè, Olúfín, Erúṣú, Àfá, 

Arigidi, Ọ ̀jọ ̀ is administered by Ọọ́jọ ̀ with his chiefs in council: Oròtìtà, Ìsẹmọ. The 

groups are Ọtẹ/Oté and Awudo The leaders of the groups are: Agbana, Olúkọ ̀tún, Olúkòsì 

Ruling family: Awọnjọ (Awọnrin Ajọ) 

  Awọnji (Awọ́nrín Oji) 

  Awunlọfà (Awọ́nrín Ọlọ ́fà 

Title for the village head: i) Ọbàró , ii)Olówé, iii)Olori 
Title  Family 

Awọnjọ  Àrẹ ̀mú 

                                                 
24 Olusa 2015:84 claims that Ọ̀jọ ̀was listed with Ìkáràm group under the leadership of a 

great warrior Arẹm̀ú.  
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Awọriji  Àrẹ ̀mú 

Awólọfà Àrẹ ̀mú 

Awọnli Boyagba (Igbóyágbà) Orodo 

Awọngisa Orodo 

Awọnmẹ ́ta  Orodo 

Awọnílá  Orodo 
 

Six quarters in Ọ ̀jọ̀  

Àrẹ ̀mú   Ọlọ́jọ ̀ 
 Èrìtì   Elérìtì 

 Boyagba (Orodo) Odoyi & Ẹlẹ ́wà 
Igbesha (Orodo) Olishan 

Ojo Oke  Ọbánohun 
Ilowe   Elela 
Igunwa 
 

Ọrà25 

In Ikaram Group: King is Ọlọ ́rà  

Groups Agba, Irin, Iko and Ìjọ ̀bẹ ̀ 
Quarter   Head Title 

Agbo   Ọlẹ ́rà 
Ididi   Olóde 
 
Ekpinmi 

1st place of settlement: a) Benin to Èkàndé Ekpinmi, b) Ìkàndẹ ̀ c) Kule, Ehanke d) agbélí, 

amúlí Benin to Ọsun (Ekàràde) 

Farm land: Udó, èkàndè, ozó, Ikandẹ, Kule, Ehanke, ọsun, òku, ọ̀nà Búròn 

Water sources (pounds/rivers) Okùtà, Amákàrà, Ọkìnrìn, Òkè apà, onu àròye, Aláyèré 

ogbu, ogboku, Ereyawu, uwerehe, uweri, ọsun, òku, iro oweli, onu tanko 

Names of chiefs: Quarter are led by elders (most senior person), olúsẹ ̀ù, Odofin, olégede, 

balogun, Orípẹ ́láyé, elenwin, elemirin, obasendó, Oladotun, obaloge 
Title of Oba Gbiri, George, Olusegun, Oyekan 

2.  Iṣẹ ̀  
Quarter: a)Ìtùyìn, b) Ayògómú, c) Ìtúpá d) Ìrùn, àìyómú 

Clan: Atílẹ՛, Baálẹ ̀, Àkèmùsè, Balogun 

1st place of settlement: Ifẹ ̀. 

Farm land: ìtùyìn, Ayògómú, ìtùpà, ìkọ̀n 

Names of pounds/river (source of water): ohosi, epok, ọ ̀bẹbẹ, Àyagun, ògbòlòṣuṣu 

                                                 
25Read Olusa 2015:90-92 for more information 
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Chief: Ṣabà, Aláyiyam baálẹ Ayògómú, nilo, Onírùn, Balogun,  

King’s title: Olíṣẹ ̀. 
Analysis of the names of places of settlement in the course of migration shows a 
conection with the local language and the language regional language. This 
suggests the need to carry out a further investigation in to the Akoko Edo group. 
A future research will venture into this area for a deeper and better understanding 
of migration and its influence on Akoko Language Situation as well as the 
linguistic connection in the names and culture of the people. The outcome of the 
research will be useful in solving the issues surrounding the classification of 
Akpes. Ukaan and other languages. 
 
 

4. The Logical connections 
From our research, the multiplicity of languages in the area is because of migration from 
natural change of time and migration patterns. Other factors account for this multiplicity 
such as inevitable product of reshaping speech to meet changing social and intellectual 
needs and reflecting contacts with people speaking other languages. This is because when 
people move in new places and mix with speakers of different tongues, their language 
must adapt to new circumstances. Akoko is a place where encountering unfamiliar aspects 
of nature and meeting others who engage in different cultural practices and hold different 
views prompts accommodation of one’s language. As a result, language evolves different 
around Akoko. But, then one finds co-operative as a basis for accommodation of dialects 
and languages in Akoko. The increasing change in social life of Akoko contributes to the 
emergence of a languages and dialects. 
 
 

Logically, the most plausible starting point for the evolution of language is as a bonding 
device based within the social network.26 This includes all aspects of life; cultural, social, 
historical, economic. Once this opportunity has evolved, it is easier to provide windows of 
opportunities for exploitation in promoting and controlling more strategies. This claim is 
evidenced in the fact that very high proportion of national human conversation including 
families are devoted to social information exchanges essentially seen in migration. 
 
 

One other aspect that this research noted is the need to develop positive attitude towards 
safeguarding mother tongues in Akoko. This is because the value of mother tongue as a 
medium of education and instruction is highly prized; since the child essentially learns fast 
in mother tongue. One of the challenges of mother tongue is facing in Akoko is the prospect 
of language merger. Some physical and social distance enable speakers of one variety to 
distinguish themselves from others but then, close and frequent communication foster 
linguistic similarity. As varieties of languages spoken by in close social contact tend to 

                                                 
26 Dubar, 2001:99 
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become alike, different language spoken in a community may also tend to merge. These 
grammar can be merged by combing grammatical elements from each language, while 
social distinction have been preserved and are partly maintained by differences in 
vocabularies. 
 
 


